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Factors Responsible for the Decline in 
Monkeypox Cases
qVaccines efficacy?
qSelect behavior?



Vaccine Efficacy













q Monkeypox incidence among persons who were currently recommended to 
receive PEP or expanded PEP with JYNNEOS vaccine was higher among unvaccinated 
persons compared with those who had received their first vaccine dose ≥14 days 
earlier.

q Data for this analysis were collected during a period when vaccine was widely 
available, reducing potential bias from limited vaccine accessibility.

q This analysis was unable to control for possible differences in testing or 
behaviors that increase risk for MPXV exposure or possible differences in risk 
because of patient characteristics; consequently, causality and a full attribution of 
these results to vaccination cannot be inferred from these data.



Cumulative Trend of Monkeypox, and 
other infections

Research and analysis: Investigation into monkeypox outbreak in England: technical briefing 8
Updated 23 September 2022 (UK Health Security Agency)



Select Behaviors 



Monkeypox and HIV



Monkeypox and HIV
During the current outbreak, CDC has received reports of people with monkeypox who 
have severe manifestations of disease, including but not limited to

•Atypical or persistent rash with coalescing or necrotic lesions, or both, some which have 
required extensive surgical debridement or amputation of an affected extremity.

•Lesions on a significant proportion of the total body surface area, which may be 
associated with edema and secondary bacterial or fungal infections among other 
complications.

•Lesions in sensitive areas (including mucosal surfaces such as, oropharynx, urethra, 
rectum, vagina) resulting in severe pain that interferes with activities of daily living.

•Bowel lesions that are exudative or cause significant tissue edema, leading to 
obstruction.

•Severe lymphadenopathy that can be necrotizing or obstructing (such as in airways).



Monkeypox and HIV
•Lesions leading to stricture and scar formation resulting in significant morbidity 
such as urethral and bowel strictures, phimosis, and facial scarring.

•Involvement of multiple organ systems and associated comorbidities, including:
• Oropharyngeal lesions inhibiting oral intake
• Pulmonary involvement with nodular lesions
• Neurologic conditions including encephalitis and transverse myelitis
• Cardiac complications including myocarditis and pericardial disease
• Ocular conditions including severe conjunctivitis and sight-threatening corneal 

ulcerations
• Urologic involvement including urethritis and penile necrosis



Monkeypox and HIV
Recommendations for Healthcare Providers
•Upon initial presentation of signs and symptoms consistent with monkeypox, in addition 
to monkeypox, test all sexually active adults and adolescents for HIV (including acute 
infection) and other sexually transmitted infections (such as syphilis, herpes, gonorrhea, 
and chlamydia), and assess for other immunocompromising conditions.*

•Be familiar with severe manifestations of monkeypox and risk factors for severe disease.

•Contact local and state health departments early when there is concern for progression 
to severe manifestations or severe manifestations are present for guidance on 
management and securing necessary resources for treatment.

•Consider treating immunocompromised people diagnosed with monkeypox with 
tecovirimat early in the course of disease and consider a prolonged course of 
tecovirimat for those with more refractory and severe monkeypox infection. 



Monkeypox and HIV
•Where available, healthcare providers should encourage people with monkeypox to 
be assessed for enrollment in the ACTG STOMP trial evaluating the efficacy 
of tecovirimat.

•Optimize immune function among immunocompromised people with suspected or 
confirmed monkeypox, specifically by ensuring those with HIV are on effective 
antiretroviral therapy.

•Discuss HIV pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) with those who are HIV negative and 
at risk for HIV.

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT05534984?cond=%22Monkeypox%22&draw=2&rank=4
https://www.stomptpoxx.org/main
https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/risk/prep/index.html

